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UNITED STATES: House Investigations of Harvard, Others Mark a ‘Watershed Moment’
Katherine Knott, Inside Higher Education, 1/11
Deep-diving probes into antisemitism, plagiarism and university leaders signal a dangerous new era in congressional oversight, experts and scholars say. Some see echoes of McCarthyism. Read more »

HONG KONG: Vice-chancellor, targeted by pro-Beijing factions, to quit
Yojana Sharma, University World News, 1/10
In a move that has unsettled, but not entirely surprised, the academic community of Hong Kong, Rocky Tuan, vice-chancellor of the Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK), announced his resignation this week after months of targeted criticism by pro-Beijing newspapers and legislators in Hong Kong. Read more »

BRAZIL: In Brazil, one in two female researchers has faced sexual harassment
Meghie Rodrigues, Nature, 1/9
The report — Profile of the Early and Mid-Career Brazilian Scientist, published last September — finds that 47% of women have dealt with sexual harassment in Brazilian academia, compared with one in 10 men. Read more »

MYANMAR: University student population has plunged 90% since coup
RFA Burmese, 1/8
Myanmar’s university student population has plummeted by more than 90% since the military’s takeover nearly three years ago, according to statistics published by the junta’s department of education. Read more »
RUSSIA: Russian universities promote re-election of Putin
Olesia Krivtsova, The Barents Observer, 1/8
Russian universities have joined Vladimir Putin’s election campaign. At the end of December, similar messages appeared on the websites of educational institutions, as well as on their pages on VK, Russia’s largest social media platform. Read more »

ISRAEL: War Brings Tensions, and Assault Rifles, Into an Israeli College
Adam Sella, New York Times, 1/7
At the University of Haifa, more than 40 percent of students are Arab, some with family in Gaza, and many others have now been called up as soldiers. Read more »

UNITED STATES: Are Professors Really Fleeing Universities in Red States?
Ryan Quinn, Inside Higher Ed, 1/3
Some academics have publicly announced resignations, but evidence of a mass faculty exodus from states like Florida is thin, at least so far. Media hyped a brain drain regardless. Read more »
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